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}  We’re PA professors and teaching is challenging! 
}  We’re PA professors and teaching is challenging! 
}  We’re teaching a big lecture in the 3 to 5 slot; 
}  The students look exhausted, they have not slept a lot; 
}  Texting lots of messages to all of their friends 
}  All of them are waiting for the lecture to end. 
}  We’re PA professors and teaching is challenging! 
}  We’re PA professors and teaching is challenging! 



}  In the past, physician assistant students were 
very bored by my course, Clinical Laboratory 
Medicine 

}  Students chatted and slept in class, and had 
dull facial expressions with glazed over eyes. 

}  To spice up my course, I incorporated music 
into the lectures, and now see many bright 
eyed faces with smiles. I have been able to 
“strike a chord” with the students. 



}  Demonstrate techniques of incorporating 
music in physician assistant education 

}  Discuss other musical techniques employed 
by professors teaching basic science and 
clinical medicine 

}  Identify methods for aiding both musical and 
nonmusical professors to creatively utilize 
music to enhance classroom and on-line 
teaching 

}  Encourage audience interactive musical 
participation 



}  Set words pertinent to the lecture to familiar 
tunes (e.g. nursery rhymes; tunes from 
Broadway shows and movies; contemporary 
pop songs)  

}  Follow song with question(s)  
}  Sing songs as a solo or with the class 
}  Project the lyrics onto a screen 
}  Utilize audience response technology: singing 

questions in a turning point format 



}  Prothrombin time and albumin can tell us 
}  How well the liver can synthesize proteins 
}  If liver function is acutely decreased, 
}  Prothrombin time is the test that is best; 
}  Increase in ALT and AST;  
}  Suggests that there may be liver cell 

damage 
}  Of these 2 tests ALT is the best: 
}  For indicating the liver is involved; 



}  ALP is high if there is blockage to bile flow, 
}  but typically not with acute hepatitis; 
}  Increased ammonia is bad for the brain; 
}  It’s changed to urea and then it’s disposed; 
}  With acute hepatitis, due to a virus 
}  ALT is quite high; the bilirubin may be elevated, 
}  If PT is quite high, that’s bad! 
 
}  Question:  
 Why does a PT > 5 sec above normal suggest a 
more severe case of viral hepatitis? 
  



 TURNING POINT 
QUESTIONS WITH SONG 
  



1.  Bernard-Soulier syndrome 
2.  Immune thrombocytopenic purpura 
3.  Von Willebrand disease 
4.  Hemophilia A 
5.  Hemophilia B 



}  http://youtu.be/ak5lFrKCfYw 



1.  Increased aPTT 
2.  Increased reticulocyte count 
3.  Decreased haptoglobin 
4.  Increased D-dimers 
5.  1, 2 and 3 



}  http://youtu.be/PTE5yHiX2_M 





Area 
Evaluated 

Class of 
2011 

Class of 
2012 

Class of 
2013 

Interpreting 
Lab Results 80% 85% 95% 



}  Initially: 
}  Songs sung to tune of simple songs (e.g. 

“Old MacDonald Had a Farm”; “Twinkle 
Twinkle Little Star”)  

}  All songs sung in a turning point format  
}  Songs sung at end of lecture when students 

more fatigued  
}  Songs only performed solo (no class sing 

along) 



}  More Effective Use of Music with Time:  
}  Songs were more stimulating: 

 -more varied: sung to tunes from various
 Broadway musicals; movies; popular 
 songs; some not in turning point format 

}  Songs were sung during the lecture followed by 
a question(s): reviewed material just preceding 
song (e.g. “Liver Function Tests” parody) 

}  Students enjoyed singing along: were more 
energized and engaged 

}  A few songs were inspirational and validated 
the students 



VIDEO PA CLASS OF 2014 

https://vimeo.com/53528923 





 Music in the Clinical Laboratory 
Medicine motivated students in the 
class of 2014 to create a wonderful 
flashmob video. 
 The video was sung to the tune of  
 “I Gotta Feeling” (Black Eyed Peas) 
 Students expressed excitement, 
motivation, and self confidence.   



 Comments from Course & Instructor Evaluations  
 **“The songs made memorization and 
association so much easier. They were catchy 
and went along well with the tunes I already 
knew. When I learned the song, I found it so 
much easier to remember certain facts.” 

 
 **“The songs were always stimulating to the 
mind.” 

 
 **“The songs instantly put you in a good 
mood.” 
  



 The “2R’s”: 
 Rapport 
 Relaxation 
  
 The “4 E’s”: 
 Encourage: validate and motivate 
 Energize: increase attentiveness 
 Engage: promote participation 
 Educate: increase comprehension 





 “Medical-School Curriculum Goes 
Interactive, Online,…and Hip-Hop”- 
Katherine Mangan 
 Medical students at University of Alberta, 
Canada create songs and videos, which are 
posted for on-line learning 
 Developed a Parody of Justin Timberlake’s 
“Sexy Back”: “Diagnosis Wenckebach” 
 the video has become a YouTube sensation 
(over 1,500,000 views since 2010) 
  
 





 “Beta-blocker blues: pharmacology with a blues 
beat” Ewen MacDonald and Jarmo Saarti 
 University of Kuopio, Finland 

1.   Composed humorous songs with lyrics 
designed to teach pharmacologic topics  

2.   Made a CD of songs entitled “Beta Blocker 
Blues” 

3.   Found students learn basic pharmacological 
facts just by listening to the songs at home 

4.   Often incorporate the songs into appropriate 
lectures e.g. “Alzheimer Blues” in a lecture on 
antidementia drugs 



TITLE TEACHING AIMS 
Beta-blocker Blues Side effects of beta-

blocking drugs 

Moonface Blues Side effects of prolonged 
glucocorticoid treatment 

Alzheimer Blues Pathogenesis of 
Alzheimer’s disease; drug 

therapy 



“Music and Medical Education”-  
David Cook, Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry, 
University of Alberta, Canada 
1.  Played classical music as students getting 

into seats designed to end a few moments 
before the lecture was due to start 

2.  Initial power point slide had both title of 
lecture and some details about music on it 

3.  Student feedback indicated learning 
experience more enjoyable and less 
stressful 





Play recording of pleasing music, 
e.g.instrumental and/or vocal that does not 
pertain to lecture topics 
1.  Show appealing imagery with music 
2.  Play as students are taking their seats 

right before lecture begins 
3.  Play during lecture to stimulate students 
  
 **benefits: relax students, get their 
attention, and establish rapport  
  





Play recording of music that does pertain to 
lecture topics 
1.   Search songs corresponding to lecture 

topics from internet 
2.  Recognizable; contemporary  



Show videos with songs pertaining to lecture 
obtained from the internet (e.g.YouTube):  
1.  Many videos and songs about different diseases 

are available on the internet! 
2.   Examples: 
◦  ** “Diagnosis Wenckebach”  (parody) 
◦  original songs 
◦  **“Colorectal surgeon song”    
◦  **“The Diabetes rap” 
◦  ** “Groovin’ on the Nephron Line”  







 Set lyrics to simple, familiar songs with a limited 
range of notes (e.g. nursery rhyme); rhyming is 
effective  

1.   Class sing along: professor or musical student 
can lead singing 

2.  “Speak lyrics” clearly to melody & rhythm 
3.   Project lyrics on a screen  
4.  Simple template song: “Twinkle Twinkle Little 

Star”  



}  Sing about a group of conditions 
(e.g. obstetrical catastrophes): 

}  “Catastrophes of pregnancy 
}  may include the following: 
◦  (seizures and eclampsia) 
◦  (abruption of placenta) 

}  Obstetrics-gynecology is becoming clear to me” 
}  FOLLOW UP QUESTION: 
}  What are other life threatening complications of 

pregnancy? 



Sing a small part of enjoyable “pop” song with 
limited melody: 
 “Get the Party Started” (Pink) 

1.   Just sing: “I’m comin’ up so we better get this 
party started” 

2.   Can also adapt this to lecture subject:  
“this is ______________ so we better get the 

 party started” e.g. GI; orthopedics; EKG   



Encourage creativity among students and have 
them perform in class or show video to class:

  
1.  Assign group projects to students or have 

interested students volunteer  
2.   Rap songs are popular among students    
◦  One student in PA class of 2013 created medical 

parodies to rap songs to help him learn the material 
◦  Example: to learn about iron deficiency anemia- 
◦  Original rap title: “Shake that Laffy Taffy” 
◦  Parody title: “Dr. Jaffey’s Happy” 

  



 Music can used for on-line teaching: 
1.  Songs can be put on-line e.g. to Blackboard 

Learn; can provide YouTube websites, include 
questions related to songs; quiz, e.g. “Diagnosis 
Wenckebach” could be used in on-line EKG 
instruction 

2.   Songs can be part of a tegrity recording of lecture
  

  





 Musical and Nonmusical Professors can enhance 
teaching with music 

 
1.  Internet is a very helpful resource for music 
2.  Play music not pertinent to lecture topic at 

onset or during lecture 
�  relaxing music; imagery adds interest 
�  energizing music with “rock beat” 

3.  Play music with or without video pertinent 
to lecture topics 

  



4.  Start creating songs with medical lyrics set 
to simple familiar tunes with limited notes; 
rhyme words 

5.  Encourage class participation with singing 
6.  Sing a small part of a popular song such 

as “Get The Party Started” 
(“I’m comin’ up so we better get this party 
started”) 

7.  Encourage student creativity  
e.g. create medical parodies to rap songs 

  



 8. Use music for on-line teaching: 
◦  Include songs in a recording of lecture, 

e.g. by tegrity  
◦  Include questions related to song material 

   





}  We’re PA professors and teaching is less challenging; 
}  We’re PA professors and teaching is less challenging; 
}  Presenting all our lectures to a brand new beat; 
}  The students all look happy, they all think that it’s neat; 
}  Answering all our questions, they are motivated; 
}  We have a nice rapport with them, they feel connected;  
}  We’re PA professors and teaching is less challenging; 
}  We’re PA professors and teaching is less challenging! 
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 “Oh, what a beautiful morning, oh what a 
beautiful day;  
 We’ve learned about diabetes, everything is going 
our way. 
 We know how urine microalbumin can detect 
early renal disease; 
 When hemoglobin A1c is quite high, patients who 
claim they’re compliant tell lies; 
 Oh, what a beautiful morning, oh what a 
beautiful day; 
 We’re going to help diabetics, live life so things 
go their way” 




